RECYCLING
AND WASTE
MANAGEMENT
SPECIALISTS

0800 030 6014
www.envirocraft.co.uk

WHAT’S
OUR DEAL?

WHERE ARE WE?
We’re based in Byley, Cheshire with an
additional 10 branches spread throughout
England to ensure that we can offer quick
and efficient waste collection services to
the entirety of the country.

We’re one of the largest independent recycling
and waste management providers, producing
tailored waste disposal solutions to domestic
and commercial clients across the UK
and wider Europe.

Our services extend to cover Europe, where
we offer a reliable WEEE collection service,
so we’re confident that we’re doing our
utmost to reduce, reuse and recycle as
much waste as we can get our hands on.

WHY CHOOSE US?

WE’RE ON A MISSION
Our mission is to help save the planet,
one skip-full at a time. We’re going to
do this by reducing the amount of waste
ending up in landfills and placing great
emphasis on recycling as much material
as possible. Our ultimate aim is to send
zero waste to landfill.

24/7 emergency call-out
service for spills and accidents

Reliable, professional service

Fully accredited by all major
governing bodies

We offer tailored services to
meet your needs

Fast payment options

Flexible fleet of vehicles offering
pickups that suit your schedule

Daily collection services

Free, no-obligation quotes
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WEEE
RECYCLING
Our WEEE recycling services can assist your business
in disposing of unwanted items in the most legally
and environmentally conscious manner.

HOW DOES WEEE RECYCLING
HELP THE ENVIRONMENT?
All the materials we collect from your premises will be
reused, recycled or remanufactured where possible.
This extends the lifespan of your unwanted items and
prevents usable materials from ending up in a landfill.
This in turn reduces the need for more raw materials to
be created, which is often energy intensive, and reduces
dangerous gases and toxins into the environment.
By choosing to work with EnviroCraft, you are actively
choosing to maintain the Earth’s delicate ecosystem.
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WHAT WEEE WASTE
CAN I RECYCLE?

WHY CHOOSE
ENVIROCRAFT?

We can help your business dispose of 14 different
varieties of WEEE waste, including:

With our huge fleet of
specialised vehicles available
for pick-ups from various
hubs throughout the country,
our WEEE recycling service is
simple and straightforward.
We’ll take care of everything
on your behalf, including all of
the paperwork you are legally
obliged to file, making the
process easy and stress-free.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large domestic appliances
Small domestic appliances
IT and telecommunications equipment
Consumer equipment
Lighting equipment
Electrical and electronic tools
Toys, leisure and sports equipment
Medical devices
Monitoring and control instruments
Automatic dispensers
Display equipment
Cooling appliances
Gas discharge lamps
Solar panels

Recycling doesn’t have
to be a chore; let us help
you, your business and the
environment.
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RECYCLING CODES
FOR ELECTRONIC & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
When you’re disposing of hazardous waste
and electronic equipment (WEEE), you must
include the right classification code within the
item description to assist your waste handlers
in disposing or recycling the waste in the correct
manner - this is part of your legal requirements
known as your ‘duty of care’. There are many
classification codes for various components
of different categories of WEEE waste, and

separate codes are used for domestic and
commercial waste so it is imperative you use
the right code when labeling your WEEE refuse.
To assist you in disposing of your waste
correctly Envirocraft have put together all the
information you need on WEEE waste codes
here, making identifying the right waste code
much easier:

BATTERIES

Light bulbs, lamps and fluorescent tubes contain mercury, cadmium and lead which,
if incorrectly disposed of, can be absorbed through the skin or inhaled, causing serious
harm to humans and animals alike. On top of that, some lamps can contain sodium which
reacts with small amounts of water - even that present in the air - to produce flammable
gases and potentially cause explosions.

WASTE TYPE

WASTE STATUS

COMMERCIAL

Fluorescent tubes and low energy - excl. LED

Hazardous

20-01-21

LED, halogen and incandescent

Non-Hazardous

20-01-36

TELEVISIONS, LAPTOPS, TABLETS & MOBILE PHONES

Batteries contain many harmful substances such as the corrosive substances
sulphuric acid and potassium hydroxide as well as metals such as cadmium and lead.
It is imperative that they are stored, transported and disposed of correctly because
these substances could leak into water supplies, harm the environment and in some
circumstances can even become explosive.
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LIGHTBULBS & LAMPS

Electronic devices with screens such as televisions and mobile phones contain mercury
and cadmium to light up the screen. If these electronics aren’t handled and disposed of
correctly, these substances can infiltrate water supplies and cause organ failure and mental
impairment if ingested in large doses. To correctly and safely dispose of these items, they
must be taken apart and the dangerous components removed by experts.

WASTE TYPE

WASTE STATUS

COMMERCIAL

WASTE TYPE

WASTE STATUS

COMMERCIAL

Lead Acid (Vehicle)

Hazardous

16-06-01

Cathode ray tube (CRT), flatscreen (plasma/LCD)

Hazardous

20-01-35

Lead Acid (OTHER)

Hazardous

20-01-33

Hazardous

20-01-35

Nickel-Cadmium

Hazardous

20-01-33

Laptop computers, tablets and
mobile phones with screens

Mercury containing

Hazardous

20-01-33

Alkaline

Non-Hazardous

20-01-34

Other - Lithium or Lithium ion

Hazardous

20-01-34

Mixed batteries - unsorted

Hazardous

20-01-33
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FRIDGES, FREEZERS, CHILLERS
& AIR-CONDITIONING UNITS
For cooling devices, a refrigerant gas such as chlorofluorocarbon, hydrofluorocarbon or
hydrochlorofluorocarbon may have been used. These gases can severely deplete the ozone
layer which is why it is imperative that steps are taken to capture the gas during disposal.
Metals, plastics and insulating foams and oils are also used in fridges, freezers and the like,
so these items also need careful handling and recycling where possible.

WASTE TYPE

WASTE STATUS

COMMERCIAL

Containing ozone-depleting substances
as foam blowing agents or coolants

Hazardous

20-01-23

OTHER WHITE GOODS
This category includes large appliances such as washing machines, cookers, dishwashers
and tumble dryers. These are disposed of as hazardous waste because the cables, metal
components and electronical elements can be harmful to the environment. Correctly
disposing of these goods will prevent them from ending up in landfills as the materials
can be reused and recycled.

WASTE TYPE

WASTE STATUS

COMMERCIAL

White goods without hazardous components

Non-Hazardous

20-01-36

OTHER DEVICES
Other small appliances such as computer keyboards, electrical toys, irons and power tools
may still contain hazardous materials, including, but not limited to, ink toners, batteries
or cables. These must be removed from the item during initial decontamination and then
woods, metals, plastics, cardboards and glass are stripped from the material and recycled
and reused where possible. Again, this prevents items ending up in landfill and potentially
harmful substances leaking into the soil, contaminating water supplies or infecting wildlife.

WASTE TYPE

WASTE STATUS

COMMERCIAL

With hazardous components

Hazardous

20-01-35

Without any hazardous components

Non-Hazardous

20-01-36

HOUSEHOLD-TYPE SMALL MIXED WASTE ELECTRICAL
& ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT (WEEE) FROM CIVIC AMENITY SITES
You should code small household-type WEEE items that have been collected from civic
amenity sites with 2 codes:
20-01-35*

20-01-36

You must include additional classification codes if the collected waste includes other
WEEE items or other wastes.
(*) An asterisk at the end of a code means the waste is hazardous.
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HAZARDOUS
WASTE DISPOSAL

WHY SHOULD I CARE ABOUT
HAZARDOUS WASTE?
If you don’t dispose of your hazardous waste properly
it can end up in a landfill from which it can leak into
the surrounding area and water supplies. This poisons
plants, animals and fish and could end up in our own
food chain, causing serious health implications if
ingested in large amounts.

EnviroCraft take every precaution necessary when dealing with hazardous
waste to safeguard the environment and fulfill all legal obligations to hold
and dispose of hazardous waste in a conscientious manner. That means
that when you use our service, you can be confident that you are complying
with all legal guidelines. As a business, you needn’t worry about fines and
prosecutions that can be issued for holding and disposing of hazardous
waste incorrectly.

Care about hazardous waste for your own sake, for the
sake of wildlife and the sake of the planet in general.
And, let’s not forget the huge fines your business can be
issued for failing to store and dispose of your hazardous
materials appropriately!
We’re happy to dispose of your hazardous waste,
no matter the amount. When it comes to saving the
environment, every little helps.

WHAT IS CLASSIFIED AS
HAZARDOUS WASTE?
Our hazardous waste services are available for
an array of items and substances deemed to
be a threat to wildlife, the environment, and
potentially humans. This includes asbestos,
tankers and drummed waste.

HAZARDOUS WASTE
WE DISPOSE OF:
WHY CHOOSE ENVIROCRAFT?
Liquid waste

Industrial
chemical waste

• Quick and easy process
Garage waste

• Friendly and professional staff on hand to help
• Years of experience
• Fully legislated to carry and dispose of
hazardous waste correctly

Aerosols

Oily rags
and filters

Paints

• We’ll take care of that pesky paperwork on
your behalf
• A huge fleet of specialised vehicles available to
remove your waste in line with your schedule
• A focus on customer care

Adhesives
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Waste oil

Chemicals
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COMMERCIAL
WASTE DISPOSAL

SITE
CLEARANCES
We offer speedy site clearances of factories, offices
or any other commercial
premises to clear a space
for your business to operate
from. Any waste materials
we collect will be recycled or
renovated for further use to
ensure an environmentally
friendly service.

No matter the nature of your business, if you have commercial waste to
dispose of, we can help. We know the importance of a timely, reliable service
when working with commercial clients, and our service is both efficient and
cost-effective to minimise disruptions to your business.
We’re happy to work our waste collection service around your business’s
requirements; Whether you need us to come early in the morning to
avoid rush hour or late in the evening to stay outside of work hours,
we’ll be happy to help.

CONFIDENTIAL
SHREDDING

THE SERVICES WE OFFER:
WEEE
recycling

Hazardous
waste disposal

Site
clearances

Fluorescent
tube recycling

Confidential
shredding

If your office is inundated with never ending
paperwork, we can help you rid yourself of paper
waste in obedience with the law.
Confidentiality is of the utmost importance when
dealing with sensitive data, which is why we vet
all of our partners prior to dealing with them and
ensure they fully comply with the BS EN15713
standard for secure destruction of confidential
material.
Our service can either be on-site or off-site,
depending on what best suits your business’s
requirements, and we’ll supply lockable containers
with sacks for the safe transferral of the paperwork.
All paper we collect will be pulped and processed
into environmentally friendly toilet paper.
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RECYCLING
Recycling is the bread and butter of waste management,
so of course it’s a service we pride ourselves on offering
alongside our more specialised waste disposal services.
General recycling is becoming more and more prevalent
within society, but how effective is the DIY recycling
you’re doing at home?

WHAT WASTE
DO WE RECYCLE?

Packaging
materials

Glass

One study revealed that as much as 73% of the rubbish
collected by the council is rejected based on quality and most of this ends up in a landfill, despite your
best intentions.
Envirocraft are dedicated to recycling 100% of the
waste we receive, and this is a figure we are always
working hard to attain. When you use our service,
you can be confident that your waste is being
repurposed in some way or form, helping to
protect the environment.
Our recycling services are available
for large-scale commercial premises
and small domestic dwellings alike.
No matter your circumstances,
we’ll be happy to help you and the planet - by taking
care of your waste.

Card
and paper

IT and
computer waste

DOMESTIC
WASTE DISPOSAL
Our domestic waste disposal is tailored to offer
a more friendly and lively relationship with our
clients, and you’ll find that there’s a real sense
of community within our staff.
Domestic households can accumulate a lot
of clutter in a short period of time, and you’ll
find that you’ll soon run out of loft space if
you’ve got children!

Our service can help you rid your home of
your clutter, whether you have large, heavy
goods or a few small bags. Our team will
transport your goods to our warehouse for
sorting before recycling and reusing as much
materials as we can. We’re always thinking
up other ingenious waste disposal methods,
such as our on-site composting, before we
even consider sending your waste to landfill.

Our domestic waste disposal is easy to arrange,
affordable and entirely hassle-free.
Electrical waste

Fluorescent
lamps

Metals
and alloys

Batteries

Production
residues of plastic

PVC window
frames

Food and
organic waste
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OUR PAST
SUCCESSES

THE PROBLEM:
A client who created bespoke packaging required
all design prototypes and confidential papers to
be destroyed. The client has pre-palletised the
waste but had no forklift to remove the pallets.

We don’t like to brag, but we have a proven track
record of being an effective and reliable solutions
provider. We’ve compiled some of our case studies
here to show you some of the types of work
we manage.

THE SOLUTION:
A tail lift vehicle is just one of the specialised
vehicles we have in our fleet, so picking up the
pallets was no problem for us. We collected the
waste and provided the client with the relevant
paperwork electronically before we removed the
waste and shredded it in accordance with BS
EN15713 on our COMAH 1 secure site.

THE PROBLEM:
A tool manufacturer was let down by their
previous contracted waste disposal service who
increased costs suddenly and wasn’t providing
a reliable service. Because of this, the client
was left with overflowing bins and no waste
management in place; they therefore required
an immediate service.

THE SOLUTION:
We took a look at the plan that the client
previously had in place and deduced that
we could reduce their costs, as well as offer
additional services that their previous provider
couldn’t offer. Three months later, the account
manager for this client introduced a baler which
allowed for the costs of recycling to be removed
and for a rebate to be claimed on previous costs,
making for an even more cost-effective solution.
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Our aim is to send zero to landfill

THE PROBLEM:

THE SOLUTION:

A specialist door and window
manufacturer arranged an urgent
collection of WEEE waste from another
provider, only to discover on the day
that they had underestimated the
amount of waste they had. The waste
management team were unable to
collect the additional items because
they were at weight capacity but the
client needed the waste removed that
day because of an audit the next day.

Envirocraft have many depots and
a huge fleet of vehicles, so we had
no problems providing an emergency
same-day service. We used a rigid
truck with a forklift to collect the
items and recycled them at our
facility. We also provided the client
with electronic paperwork to make
the transaction easier.
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A GUIDE TO
SITE CLEARANCE

VEHICLE SIZE: LARGE
Builders skip

7 YRD³

SIZES AND CAPACITY

60 Bin bags

VEHICLE SIZE: X-LARGE
1.5x Builders skip

VEHICLE SIZE: MINI

10 YRD³

90 Bin bags

VEHICLE SIZE: 2X-LARGE
1 YRD³

2x Builders skips

2x Dishwashers

14 YRD³

VEHICLE SIZE: SMALL

90 Bin bags

VEHICLE SIZE: 3X-LARGE
4x Dishwashers
20 YRD Skip
2 YRD³

15 Bin bags
20 YRD³

VEHICLE SIZE: MEDIUM

VEHICLE SIZE: 4X-LARGE
4 YRD midi skip

4 YRD³
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120 Bin bags

35 Bin bags

35 YRD Skip

35 YRD³

200 Bin bags
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0800 030 6014
www.envirocraft.co.uk
EnviroCraft Waste Solutions Ltd,
Unit 8, Middlewich Road Industrial Estate,
Byley, Cheshire, CW10 9NT

